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Session 8/9

Landslides in Japan

Eboulements au Japon

by M a sa m i F u k u o k a ,  Public Works Research Institute, Ministry o f  Construction, 26 Kom agom e Kamifujimae-cho, 
Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo, Japan

Summary

The characteristics of landslides in Japan and the principal results 
obtained from the landslide on Mt. Chausu which is chosen as a 
typical example are summarised. Phenomena of creep, displacement 
velocities on and under the ground, influences of ground water move

ment on the subsoil at the beginning of the landslide are especially 
studied and model tests of a retaining wall against landslide are 
described.

Sommaire

L’auteur résume le caractère des éboulements au Japon. Parmi 
les faits observés il mentionne l’éboulement du Mont-Chauson, ty

pique pour le Japon. L’auteur considère surtout le phénomène du 
fluage, la distribution de la vitesse de déplacement du sol en pro

fondeur et en surface et l’influence de l’écoulement de l’eau souter

raine sur le sous-sol dans la première phase de l’éboulement.

Un modèle de mur de soutènement est également décrit.

I n t r o d u c t i o n

Generally speaking, a landslide is defined as a slope m ove

ment that has a velocity o f 1.0- 0.001 mm per day (commonly 
10.0-0.1 mm per day). There are many kinds o f classifications 
by geologists, but the classification on the basis o f velocities is 
useful from the point o f damage and counter measures. Accord

ing to the statistics made by the Ministry o f Construction, the 
total area o f  landslides in Japan is about 300 km2. M ost o f  
them are in the Tertiary regions, but particularly fragment 
near Fossa Magna, which is the greatest fault through Middle 
Japan proper. Generally their inclinations are 10-20°, and their 
areas are 0.10-0.05 km2. The causes o f landslides are perco

lating rain water and melting snow, groundwater, topographi

cal and geological conditions, erosion by rivers and torrents, 
human agency, and earthquakes. Counter measures are:

(1) Treatment o f rivers and torrents to prevent erosion by 
rivers at the toe o f the slope to divert the route o f torrents 
out o f the landslide area, to drain swamp water by trenches or 
siphons; to fill up cracks and hollows, to grade the ground 
surface to facilitate surface drainage and prevent percolation, 
and construct drainage ditches and subsurface drainage made 
o f wire cylinders.

(2) Treatment o f groundwater— to drain the groundwater 
which is flowing into or in the sliding mass (the groundwater 
often flows into the sliding mass from the bottom).

(3) Breaking up o f the sliding surface with piles and plant 
roots.

(4) Construction o f large retaining walls to hold the toe o f 
the slopes.

(5) Chemical and electrical treatment, cement grouting— not 
yet in use, now  in the stage o f  research.

R e s e a r c h  o n  M o u n t  C h a u s u

General description. Mt. Chausu is situated in M iddle Japan 
proper and its sliding area is o f  Tertiary age, the northern 
upper part o f the area is in contact with an inclined face o f  
lyparitic tuff. This landslide is typical in Japan. The landslide 
began about 10 0  years ago and has continued moving till now, 
changing its speed from time to time. The original landslide 
occurred at the upper part o f  Im movable Island shown in Figs.

1, 2, 3.

The sliding soil mass went down into the valley leaving 
Immovable Island, gradually grew up to be the secondary land

slide and proceeded toward the entrance to the valley, partially 
breaking through the south ridge.

On the other hand the upper part was enlarged by the 
adjacent slips. The m otion o f  this landslide has been active 
these 20  years, and during this time many researchers have 
investigated and many engineers have tried to prevent the 
landslide, so that we can trace the history o f counter measures 
against landslides. We also have been engaged in investigations
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Fig. 1 Map of Mt. Chausu 
Carte du Mt-Chausu

and planned some counter measures. In the following sections 
the writer will describe some o f the results obtained.

Phenomena of Land Creep

To observe the phenomena o f land creep, survey posts 
have been erected at the points shown in Fig. 1; Fig. 5 shows 
part o f  the results. In another landslide strain between two 
posts each 1 m  apart was measured, and we found that in- 
finitesmal elongations and contractions were continuing all 
the time.

Velocities of Displacement of Points Both on the Surface 
and Beneath the Surface of the Landslide

Velocities o f points on the surface o f the lower part o f  the 
landslide are shown in Fig. 6 . Small cracks on the surface are

also drawn in the same figure. On both sides o f Immovable 
Island displacement is most rapid, and Fig. 7 shows the general 
aspect o f  the velocity distribution. The posts were put up along 
the A BCD  section, and we observed the displacement. Velo

city distribution curves (Fig. 8) are classified into two types,

I and II. Type II is obtained in the dry seasons, and the sliding 
planes are seen at boundaries, but in the wet seasons the sliding 
planes move towards the center line like type I. It was con

sidered that the same phenomena were also occurring in the 
subsoil, and these phenomena were observed by the apparatus 
shown in Fig. 13. (Other apparatus o f this kind is now under 
investigation.)

Water Influence on the Velocities

The distribution o f the ground water in the landslide is very 
complicated. Sometimes it is contained in sandy masses or re-

Fig. 2 Photograph Taken at the Point Shown in Fig. 1— Upper Part

Photographie prise du point illustré dans la Fig. I -  partie supérieure
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Fig. 3 Photograph Taken at the Point Shown in Fig. 1— Near Immovable Island

Photographie prise du point illustré dans la Fig. I -  environs de Immovable Island

tamed on impervious clay soil and shale layers. It is not rare 
that water flows through underground paths and we used bor

ings and a pump for investigation. W hen ground water is 
retained on an impervious layer, a free ground water surface is 
distinctly formed. In this case the thickness o f the sliding 
mass is relatively thin, and all the mass slides as one body; 
there is close relationship between the quantity o f rainfall or 
melting snow, the groundwater level and the displacement velo

city. In case o f  Mt. Chausu the relationship is not so close 
because o f more complicated 'geological conditions (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 5 Displacement Velocities Along the Observation Lines Shown in 
Fig. 1

Vélocités de déplacement le long des lignes d’observation illus

trées dans la Fig. 1

Fig. 4 Photograph Taken at the Point Shown in Fig. 1—Near Immova

ble Island. The Sliding Plane Can be Clearly Seen 
Photographie prise du point illustré dans la Fig. 1 -  environs de Fig. 6 Map o f  the Lower Part o f  the Landslides 
Immovable Island. Le plan de glissement est clairement visible Carte du secteur inférieur de l’éboulement
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A drainage tunnel was constructed in 1950 at the place shown  
in Fig. 1, and the quantity o f discharge was measured. Some of 
the results o f  the measurements are shown in Figs. 9 a and 6 b. 
In March 1951 the quantity o f discharge was very large. This 
indicates the fact that the quantity o f percolation is very large 
in the season o f  melting snow. Lysimeters are equipped for 
observing the relationship between rainfall, percolation and

It is clear how large is the quantity o f  percolation in rainy 
season.

There are many swamps and cracks, and they become good  
paths for percolating water. This fact is confirmed by lysi

meters. Some swamps have impervious rigid bases and others 
have bottoms which are often cracked so that the latter supply 
plenty o f water at one time to the ground water. The effective-

Fig. 7
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Month Percolation in mm

June and July (rainy season) 140
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Fig. 10

evaporation. They are placed in the sunshine and in the shade 
and the materials used are loam  and sand. Compaction energy, 
moisture content, surface inclination and surface trimming 
condition o f the materials are changed. In 1951— there were 
no typhoons— a lysimeter with sand gave the following results:

Table 1 Results of Lysimeter Observations 1951

Prismatic Elements o f  Sliding Masses and their Equations o f  
M otion. (1): N o  Water. (2): Ground Water does not reach 
EF. (3): After Ground-Water reached EF. e: Void Ratio, y: 
Bulk Density, h: Thickness o f  Sliding Mass. 0: Frictional 
Angle. C: Cohesion o f EF. yw: Density o f  Water. h0: Quantity 
o f Percolating Water, g: Acceleration o f Gravity, d 'x /d t ' :  
Acceleration o f  Sliding Mass

Eléments prismatiques des masses glissantes et leurs équations 
de mouvement. (1): pas d’eau. (2): eau souterraine n’atteint pas 
EF. (3): après que l’eau souterraine a atteint EF. e: indice des 
vides, y: poids spécifique apparent, h: épaisseur de la masse 
intéressée par le glissement. 0: angle de frottement. C: cohé

sion de EF. yw: densité de l’eau. h0: quantité de l’eau filtrante. 
g: accélération de la gravité, d ' x / d i accélération de la masse 
intéressée par le glissement

Fig. 11 Inclination and Strain of the Sliding Mass Shown in Fig. 1

Inclinaison et dilatation des masses intéressées par le glissement 
illustrées dans la Fig. 1

--------  r : Précipitation (mm/day) Précipitations (mm/jour')

----------- I : Discharge from drainage tunnel (cv/dsy') Débit du tunnel de drainage (cm3/jour}

-----------  6 : Temperature ( degree ) Température ( degré)

----------P : Percolation through lysimeter {mm/day) Pénétration dans le lysimétre{mm/jour)

— -------Vt  : Velocity at the section A 8 o f Fig d (cm/day ) Veto cité le long de ta section A & de Fig: 7( cm/jour )

-----------  yr  : Velocity at the section C D o f Fig i  (cm/day') Vélocité le long delà section C 0 de FigJ {cm/jour)

Fig. 9 Relationship Between Precipitation, Discharge from Drainage Tunnel Temperature, Percolation Through a Lysimeter, and Displacement 
Velocity

Relation entre précipitation, débit du tunnel de drainage, tempé-rature, pénétration à travers un lysimètre, vélocité de déplacement
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ness o f ground water drainage is ascertained by tunnelling 
(Fig. 1) which affects the displacement velocity on the left side 
o f Immovable Island.

Precise analysis o f  the landslide phenomena will be reported 
in another paper, and only a part o f  it is described here. The 
prismatic elements o f two types o f  sliding bodies, uniform and 
fissured, are shown in Fig. 10. A t first there is no water, then 
percolating water enters the mass, and finally it reaches down 
to the sliding plane. The equations o f  m otion in the simplest 
form are written in the figure. Equation (1) holds when there 
is no water, Equation (2) before percolating water reaches to 
the sliding surface, Equation (3) after it reaches down to the 
sliding surface. From these equations we can obviously under

stand why the percolating water accelerates the displacement. 
We can find that the difference between (1) and (2) is the third 
term concerning cohesion, and the difference between (2) and

(3) is the second term concerning internal friction. When the 
material o f the sliding plane has a relatively large angle o f 
internal friction, the sliding mass is accelerated at the con

dition (3), but when cohesion is predominant, it is accelerated 
at the condition (2). If the material o f the sliding mass has 
high plasticity and deforms plastically, the above conditions 
are quite different and the effect o f plasticity is added. If 
percolating water flows through cracks or partly permeable 
paths, the free water surface o f ( 1) becomes higher (sometimes 
for a short time) and the neutral stress at the sliding surface 
becomes larger. Therefore the effect o f  percolating water be

comes greater. It is verified that counter measures lowering the 
free water level in the fissured or coarse sandy sliding mass is 
more effective than drainage from uniform mass. Mr. Ariizumi 
has found out that the ions contained in water in swamps 
change periodically. We can guess that in the sliding material 
ion base exchange is conducted periodically, changes the 
strength, and is correlated with seasonal variation o f precipita

tion. If the above unfavourable conditions are added, the 
acceleration becomes very large.

P h e n o m e n a  w h ic h  c a n  b e  O b s e r v e d  a t  t h e  B e g in n in g  o f  

S l id in g

When the south ridge was broken off, at the lower part o f 
the landslide the phenomena at the beginning o f  sliding was 
measured with strain gauges and clinometers (Fig. 11). In 
Fig. 12, we can see the motion o f the surface which indicates 
us the phenomena during the sliding arch failure. The number 
indicates the date o f the formation o f  cracks. The progressive 
failure can be seen in the large sliding mass as well as in the 
small model.
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W a l l  a g a i n s t  L a n d s l i d e

At the entrance to the valley at Mt. Chausu, there is a village, 
and so the landslide will bury it in the near future. To avoid  
this disaster the construction o f  an earth dam was proposed. 
Across the valley 13 concrete dams have been constructed 
step by step, during the last 20 years. But the sliding mass 
either overtopped the dams or lifted them up from the bot

tom . Some o f  the dams were cracked before being buried. 
The writer has studied experimentally and theoretically how  
large is the pressure transmitted by a sliding mass to a retaining 
wall, but the type o f rupture in the soil retained by the wall 
is not yet clear. Therefore a model study was tried (Fig. 13). 
In a wooden box, one side o f  which was made o f plate glass, 
a metal plate was inserted as a model retaining wall, and soil 
was filled in. Then the box was gradually inclined until the 
rupture occurred. Soil conditions were controlled so as to 
cause either the sliding circle failure o f  the slope or the pas

sive pressure failure. Contrary to our expectation, only the 
sliding circle failure occurred, and no sign o f the passive fai

lure plane trough the bottom  o f the metal slab was found, the 
same test was repeated after cutting off a i  o f the wall at its 
lower end. Som e soil flew out through the opening, and so 
the soil mass deformed near the lower end o f the wall, but 
no sign o f passive failure plane was found, as the wall was held 
rigidly, and the soil near the wall moved slightly downward. 
N ext the wall was pushed toward the soil, so only the passive 
failure appeared. From these tests the following results are 
deduced. When the soil mass moves toward the retaining wall 
and pushes it, the sliding circle failure o f the slope is the 
only type o f failure if the base is firm, but the retaining wall 
is lifted up with the foundation if that foundation is weak. 
Earth pressure on the wall is now under research.

bakélite

M o d e l  S t u d y  o f  R e t a i n i n g
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